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Traditional Hardware Security Modules: 
What Are They?
A hardware security module (HSM) is a physical device used by enterprises to secure digital keys. An 
HSM can generate secret keys and utilize them for cryptographic operations such as encryption and 
decryption, while protecting the keys against disclosure. Thanks to their physical isolation from 
external systems, tamper-resistant enclosures, and purpose-built nature, HSMs are considered highly 
secure and are entrusted to secure authentication, encryption, and digital signing.

Limitations of HSMs
Virtualization is a key theme in computing, since the early 2000s.  Virtual machines (VMs) 
revolutionized the world of servers, significantly improving utilization, reducing cost and saving time.  
The cloud took this to the next level and today most resources such as storage, network and compute 
are offered as virtual resources. 

It seems like HSMs have been left behind, still requiring months to provision and setup, working like 
physical servers used to, somewhat alien to this era defined by software and cloud. As businesses 
expand globally, with information being distributed in multiple cloud and on-prem environments, 
organizations using traditional HSMs face challenges protecting and controlling sensitive information 
and cryptographic keys: 

Scalability: it can take months to procure and provision additional physical HSM capacity.

Cloud compatibility: physical HSMs are not a good fit for cloud.  Cloud HSMs try to address this but 
introduce challenges on the technical, operational and governance fronts.  

Control: as HSMs are employed on-prem and in cloud environments, operations becomes a 
challenge.  It becomes increasingly hard to enforce key policies while ensuring they are properly 
managed and protected.

Agility: HSMs can require physical access for service, maintenance, upgrade, and configuration.  
Working across different environments and regions makes things even more complicated.

Managing Keys in Hybrid Cloud 
Environments
Managing keys consistently in hybrid on-prem and cloud environments is a challenge. With different cloud 
and on-prem sites using different key management systems, different levels of trust and different HSM 
models deployed across multiple geographic locations, organizations are forced to manage keys in silos.  
This creates a fragmented security infrastructure which is difficult to secure and inefficient to operate.
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Unbound offers a “single pane of glass” to manage keys held by multiple key stores – on-prem and in 
the cloud.  It provides advanced key management functionality, as well as easy and secure remote 
administration support. 

The Unbound NextGen Virtual HSM®

With Unbound, organizations can enjoy the efficiency and security of virtualized HSMs. There is no 
need to compromise on security – the Unbound Virtual HSM® (vHSM) received formal FIPS-140-2 Level 
2 certification, the highest possible for software. The Unbound NextGen Virtual HSM® platform 
provides visibility and control, agility, flexibility, scalability, and cost effectiveness – all critical for 
success in the cloud economy era. 

Unbound manages and protects keys by never exposing them on a single server.  Keys are always split 
into random shares, held by multiple nodes (servers).  Splitting keys ensures that they are never held 
in complete form, not even in memory, not even when executing cryptographic operations. Built on 
modern secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) and zero knowledge proofs, the Unbound solution 
provides mathematical security assurances.  Key compromise is only possible if the shares of the key 
are obtained simultaneously.  Since each share is held on a different machine and secured using 
multiple mechanisms, a compromise would require a breach of multiple physical machines and 
security layers.

The Unbound vHSM® provides full key lifecycle management: generation, usage, revocation, rotation, 
and backup. It supports all standard crypto APIs and enables seamless integration with external 
systems. vHSM® is hardware-agnostic and can run on any on-premises or cloud platform, including 
virtual machines and containers.
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How It Works
The UKC cluster is comprised of Entry Point, Partner, and Auxiliary servers. Each of these servers can 
be geo-distributed to a different location, including on-premise and in the cloud. The UKC cluster is 
accessed through a registered UKC Client and using protocols such as REST, PKCS#11 and KMIP.

Secure key shares are created and stored across the servers in the UKC cluster. The whole key never 
exists on a single device at any time.

Using the UKC Client, the administrator can scale up or scale down, create partitions and users, 
register clients and revoke keys immediately across your entire global infrastructure. 

The Unbound NextGen Virtual HSM® 
Advantage
Whether you choose to install the Unbound NextGen Virtual HSM® as a standalone key management 
and protection solution or as an additional layer integrated with traditional HSM systems, Unbound 
provides value through improved security and operations. 
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Use Cases
Automated, scaled machine identity protection: A global 
software company integrated Unbound’s NextGen Virtual HSM® 
into its secure communications system to ensure that clients 
can secure machine-to-machine communications without 
having to deploy physical HSMs, in the event the client does not 
have a physical HSM already in its data protection infrastructure. 
The integration saves clients money and time investing in 
dedicated hardware – and saves them the operational 
headaches of synchronizing keys and secrets across multiple 
geolocations and environments. 

Authenticating certificates, encryption, and data 
protection for global payments company: An international 
payments provider uses Unbound’s NextGen Virtual HSM® to 
protect the keys, secrets, and data of its transactions from its 
mobile application, and also authenticates the TLS certificates 
for the application’s usage by a world-leader financial services 
institution.

In a world moving towards 
everything encrypted, signed, 
and authenticated -- secure 
and operationally efficient 
cryptographic infrastructure is 
an absolute must for 
enterprises. Unbound Tech’s 
solutions leverage the latest in 
MPC technology and have 
been selected to secure many 
of the world’s largest banks 
and Fortune 500 companies. 
With a headquarters in Tel Aviv 
and an international 
headquarters in New York, 
Unbound Tech and its 
NextGen Key Orchestration 
Platform provides the 
cryptographic infrastructure to 
enable enterprises worldwide 
to easily secure and manage all 
their information and digital 
assets.

About Unbound

Take a Test Drive of the Unbound 
NextGen vHSM®

GO TO THE INTERACTIVE DEMO

Unbound Tech
www.unboundtech.com   |  contact@unboundtech.com

Follow Us

https://info.unboundtech.com/vhsm_interactive_demo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unbound-tech/
https://www.facebook.com/unbound.vHSM.tech/
https://twitter.com/UnboundTech_

